
  New design ‘fl oating body’ for improved 
strength, minimal impact damage and 
improved load ejection. 

 Tare weight advantage due to the latest  
 design techniques.

  Body completely fabricated from hi-tensile 
Hardox 450® high quality steel, giving 
maximum strength and minimum

 wear capabilities.

 Fully welded body and chassis to eliminate  
 corrosion and load contamination.

STANDARD FEATURES

 Model · RWT TRI 350 - HL

RWT TRI 350 HL · Ver: 1.0 · 05/2008

The RWT                   (design and

patent protected) is a next generation 

side tipper and is a leader in it’s class, 

with a solid reputation for quality, long 

lasting construction and reliability.

All components are computer profile

cut for neatness and accuracy.  This 

model can be manufactured to any size 

or specification to suit your needs.

 Hydraulic system protected by in line fi lter.

 Body and chassis abrasive blasted prior to
 painting in 2 pak primer and paint.

 RWT unique single valve incorporating in built  
 pressure protection and sequence valve to  

 ensure door opens fully before body is lifted.

 Wiring loom with double PVC coated cable,
 full adhesive sealed joints and weather  

 proof Deutsch plugs.
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Roadwest RWT Tri-Axle                  - Standard Equipment

  Formed steel gable ends ready for tarpaulin
 installation to keep load free from contamination. 

 In-line 25 micron high pressure oil filter fitted
 for valve and cylinder protection.

 Remote greasing points for ease of maintenance.   Heavy duty solid, greased door hinge system, for
 long life and trouble free operation, with minimal

 servicing required.

 Fabricated steel bracket to rear with air, electrical,
 hydraulic couplings and Ringfeder.

  Rubber mud fl aps front and rear of suspension,
 spring tensioned rubber guards over tyres,

  rubber protection fl aps over rear coupling.

  Swinging dual spare type carrier.   Strong lead-in plate and front bolster protects air,
 electric and hydraulic fi ttings.

   All non processed steel components are CNC 
Plasma/Oxy profile cut for neatness and accuracy.  

   Other variations available upon request.

Roadwest RWT reserves the right to change or alter the specifi cations on any of their trailers or products without notice.
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